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SUBJECT:  Institutional Credits – Determination of Academic Status 
 

In March AAC discussed an item concerning the classification of student credits that had 
been forwarded by MOCC.  This issue dealt broadly with the categorization of credits as 
“Institutional Credits” or as “Credits in Residence”.  RIS staff members are implementing 
strategies to make sure these are appropriately designated to the student.  As background, these 
are defined Board Policy 2:29 as follows, 
 
1.) Credits in Residence:  A Credit in Residence within the Board of Regents system is a course 

offered by any of the degree-granting Regental institutions at any approved site using any 
approved method of delivery. 
 

2.) Institutional Credits: An institutional credit is a credit offered by the degree granting 
institution and includes credits that are part of a formal collaborative agreement between that 
institution and another Regental institution. 

 
However, as this MOCC discussion unfolded, it was noted that there were different 

interpretations about credits completed at the system’s centers.  There were those who held that 
all of these credits should be considered as “institutional credits” for all universities since a 
cooperative agreement underpins all centers.  However, most institutions do not follow this 
strategy.    
 

AAC briefly discussed how the system would like to define coursework at the centers.  
As a starting point, it was suggested that perhaps all core courses offered through a center to 
include, UC, CUC, WRHEC, and EUC, should be considered as credits earned as part of a 
formal collaborative agreement.  Each campus was asked to take this back to campus for further 
discussion and to forward observations to help shape this agenda item.  To date, no comments 
have been received. 
 

Members of the council should be prepared to move this toward resolution.   
 
 
 
****************************************************************************** 

RECOMMENDED ACTION 
  

Agree that core courses offered through centers are part of formal collaborative agreements.   


